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Connecting People With Data

With storage technology growing and
evolving by leaps and bounds, and

new products coming out seemingly
almost every day, many IT professionals
are overwhelmed with information.
Heterogeneous networks, RAID, SAN,
NAS, NDMP, WAN, LAN... the new terms
and acronyms can be very confusing. One
helpful thing to keep in mind when you are
navigating through all the new terminology
is that today’s technology is still doing the
same basic job that a mainframe did (and
continues to do), which is connecting a
person with a piece of data. Today, we are
accomplishing the same basic task with
increasingly sophisticated methods, thus
widening our scope enormously — both in
speed and distance.

Until recently, with a mainframe, people
were scattered, while the data was concen-
trated in one spot. The people connected to
the data could be in another state, as physical
proximity was not a limiting factor.
However, all of the users had to go back to
that one source for data. With today’s net-
works, data can be scattered as well, allowing
it to be stored in the most efficient, logical
manner to aid retrieval.

Networks started small and then
expanded outward. First, there was the
Local Area Network (LAN), then the
scope widened to Wide Area Networks
(WANs); Fibre Channel and Ethernet have
extended it even more. The glass house
data center, once the hub of all activity,
has been replaced by ever-enlarging con-
centric circles of machines, reach and
availability. These circles — networks —
will continue to grow in scope. Today,
10Base T and Gigabyte Ethernet are
already passé. The future here is in the
form of 10GB Ethernet and Asynchronous
Transfer Mode (ATM).

These are all methods by which technology
has evolved to meet the challenges of pro-
viding the same functionality that local
attached storage had, but over much greater
areas. In addition, in many cases the new
functionalities exceed the old by having
become more automated.

SAN Resource Sharing (SRS) is an
excellent example of such a phenomenon.
An automated function on a SAN, this tape
device “traffic cop” mimics the “enqueue”

and “dequeue” protocols to reserve or
release tape on a mainframe. It works on an
ongoing basis, allowing only one user to
have access to a tape/device at a time. This
prevents the corruption that would almost
inevitably occur if two users were trying to
access a device at the same time.

Some companies are marketing tape
libraries and devices that have their own IP
addresses so they can be directly attached to
the network, thus bypassing the server. This
is done by including a small micro kernel
operating system in the device, following the
same strategy as used in a Network Attached
Storage (NAS) device. In this development,
the storage is completely transparent to the
user. It appears to be local-attached storage,
but in reality is much more sophisticated.
This simplifies the user’s task, but not the
technology’s. The new protocol used to
achieve this automated transparency is
Internet Storage Name Service (ISNS), a
device discovery and management protocol.
This proposed standard is now under review
by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF). Some of the biggest names in the
industry, such as IBM, ATL, StorageTek
(STK), ADIC, and Spectra Logic are coming
out with new devices that use this protocol,
so there is a pretty strong impetus to adopt it
as a standard.

REFRESHING AND REVITALIZING
OLDER TECHNOLOGIES

One of the “older technologies” is now
being refreshed and revitalized by new
developments to adapt it to today’s evolv-
ing needs. IP is one of the most pervasive
protocols in present configurations, so
leveraging this existing infrastructure is one
of the hotter trends around. This is a distinct
turnaround from the previous movement of
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replacing previously implemented technologies with new ones such
as Fibre Optic.

The iSCSI protocol is a newly emerging industry standard for the
transport of SCSI storage protocols over IP, which delivers many of
the benefits of Storage Area Networks (SANs), through implemen-
tation and deployment on easily managed, and lower-cost IP- and
Ethernet-based networks that are already in place in many of
today’s organizations. In addition to providing the pooled storage
using the familiar IP fabric, it also takes advantage of the LAN
skills base already widely available. Additionally, because there is
no need for a dedicated storage environment and Fibre Channel
network skills, ROI is maximized.

A typical Fibre Channel SAN can cost from $50,000 to $200,000
for a single site, plus the manpower and expertise costs required for
ongoing management. A Gigabit Ethernet SAN would not cost as
much to manage, since most companies already have internal IP
and Ethernet knowledge and should be able to recycle some LAN
switches for the storage network. The attraction here is clear. Once
again, however, it is an excellent example of the way new tools are
creating increasingly more clever and sophisticated ways of delivering
that basic, simple data retrieval model.

SUMMARY

So, the next time you or your IT department colleagues feel over-
whelmed at the growth and proliferation of new technologies, just
remember that the task remains fundamentally the same as in the
days of the filing drawer, let alone the mainframe: to connect a per-
son to a specific piece of data, and to safeguard that data. The more
sophisticated ways we do it are merely methods to do it faster and
over larger distances, yet retain the original simplicity of use for the
end user.  
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